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by Warren Bevan

Flash Point

Last week I outlined a very bearish larger picture for the precious metals.
I haven’t seen anything to change that view occur this past week with the
exception of palladium.
All we are doing now is building a base which should resolve lower. I
expect gold and silver to move lower Monday.
We are definitely reaching a flash point here in the precious metals with
bulls going all out with their rhetoric. Many say take a stand and hold strong
here but the fact is that if we have a large correction there will be a lot of
unhappy campers out there.
There are ways to hedge your physical position and I’m looking to do that
and detail it for subscribers if we do take a drop here.
Let’s take a look at what I see this weekend. I remind you that I am
certainly not always right, I just say what I see.
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Gold was flat in the end for the past week falling only 0.03%. All gold did
this week was build the triangle pattern that is now set to move lower, now.
And by now I mean Monday. I will be taking a short which is rare but I
am going to do it.
I tried my best to put a low in for gold and silver this past week by selling
some physical gold and silver. I don’t think it worked.
I hope to buy it and even more back lower with proceeds from shorting
some ETF’s.
A move under $1,550 will unfortunately see me go short.
I hate to do it since I’m “in love” with gold and silver of the physical sort
but as I say here often, this game is about making money and as long as It’s
legal, I’ll do it!
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Silver actually rose this last week floating higher by 1.35% but still it’s
looking very bearish to me here. I’ll be looking to short a leveraged silver ETF if
SLV gets below $27.50.
Again, I hate to do it but I’ve got to pay the bills!
This could be one of the best money making trades of the year since
silver is set to drop pretty good here. Of course subscribers get daily access to
my thoughts on any positions I’ve got on and they are well aware of what I’m
going to do before I do it.
There has been some heavy activity in the January $40 strike calls the
past couple days which is interesting to me. Some heavy bets have been made
that silver will jump higher by January. The chart doesn’t tell me that and that
trumps all in my view but if we do breakout higher out of this triangle then my
views of lower prices could be wrong.
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I honestly hope I am wrong here. I really, really do.

Platinum rose 1.69% for the week after finding expected support around
the 200 day moving average. It’s now got a little U type of pattern which can
go higher. It need to close above $1,602 or so to have a shot at $1,620 which
is the next area to clear. If platinum can get above $1,620 then we could see a
move towards $1,680.
The other scenario is that this is a bear flag we are building here. It’s got
more of the look to me that this is a U type of move and we will go higher for
now.
The charts are always evolving but I suspect we will see $1,620 tested
and we could see a little base form there which can push it higher.
I’m not considering taking any trade here.
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Palladium soared some 8.45% on the week in a move that totally caught
me by surprise. The good sized triangle was broken to the upside and a huge
rally ensued.
I’d certainly not be chasing this one here and I expect a consolidation
here at the $780 level. Then we can consider a position
While gold and silver also have triangle patterns the key difference is that
theirs are after a prolonged period of lower prices.
Triangles are continuation patterns often so since palladium has been
rising, it continued higher. Since gold and silver have been falling, the triangle
pattern should resolve lower.
Again, I do hope I’m wrong as I was with my thoughts on palladium last
week. I’d love to be proven wrong in this case.
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With markets now near all time highs, except the Nasdaq of course, we’re
at a very critical area which will either see a breakout into a new secular bull
market, a correction which could be steep and sharply lower. Or we could just
build a base here for some time, even a couple years, before breaking into new
highs and sparking a huge run higher which would be a generational type of
move. One we don’t see often in our short lifetimes.
I have no idea what will happen and don’t pretend to but I can tell you I’ll
be there every step of the way for subscribers as the action unfolds. We will be
on the right side whichever side that may be.
That’s it for me. I’ve got a lot of work to do for subscribers and then I’ll
relax and enjoy the weekend and be ready for the week to come which should
have some fireworks included in it.
Have a great weekend.
Warren
In my free, nearly weekly newsletter I include many links and charts which
cannot always be viewed through sites which publish my work. If you are
having difficulties viewing them please sign up in the left margin for free at
http://www.wizzentradin.com or send an email to warren@wizzentrading.com
with “subscribe” as the subject and receive the newsletter directly in your inbox,
links and all. If you would like to subscribe and see what my portfolio consists
of please see here.
If you found this information useful, or informative please pass it on to your
friends or family.
Free Service
The free weekly newsletter “Precious Metal Stock Review” does not purport to be a
financial recommendation service, nor do we profess to be a professional advisement service.
Any action taken as a result of reading “Precious Metal Stock Review” is solely the responsibility
of the reader. We recommend seeking professional financial advice and performing your own
due diligence before acting on any information received through “Precious Metal Stock Review”.
*To unsubscribe send an email to newsletter@preciousmetalstockreview.com with “unsubscribe” in the subject line.
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